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Abstract. We deal with two neighbouringπ -conjugated organic ferromagnetic chains with a
Hamiltonian including the Hubbard on-site electron–electron repulsion and nearest-neighbouring
Coulomb repulsion. We take into account the interchain coupling as an interchain electron-
transfer term, which is different with respect to different sites in chains. The distribution of
charge density, the ferromagnetic order and the stability of the high-spin ground state are studied
in detail. It is shown that the nearest-neighbouring Coulomb repulsion leads to inhomogeneous
distribution of charge density and spin density with respect to different sites. The interchain
coupling results in transfers of charge density and spin density between the main chain and the
side radicals. The interchain coupling stabilizes the high-spin ground state while the nearest-
neighbouring Coulomb repulsion makes it unstable.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the discovery of organic conductors and organic superconductors, there
is much interest in the design of organic ferromagnets. Several research groups in the world
have successfully synthesized several organic ferromagnets from organic molecules and
hydrocarbons, such asm-PDPC [1] andp-NPNN [2]. The search for organic ferromagnets
has attracted considerable attention [3–7]. However, most efforts are focused on the
experimental exploration for improving ferromagnetism of these materials. The mechanism
of ferromagnetism in these organic ferromagnets has not been established clearly.

McConnell [8] first proposed to produce intermolecular ferromagnetic interactions in
organic molecules in 1963. Nasu [9] investigated a quasi-one-dimensional (quasi-1D)
organic ferromagnet calledm-PDPC using a periodic Kondo–Hubbard model. Ovchinnikov
and Spector [10] developed a simplified model (a single chain in figure 1) to describe the
ferromagnetic ordering in organic materials. The main chain consists of carbon atoms each
with a π electron and R is a kind of side radical containing an unpaired electron. They
treated theπ electrons along the main chain as an antiferromagnetic spin chain, and assumed
that there exists antiferromagnetic correlation between theπ -electron spin and the residual
spin of the side radical. Considering the strong electron–electron interaction, the electron–
phonon coupling and the antiferromagnetic correlation between itinerantπ electrons and the
localized unpaired electrons at side radicals, Fanget al [11, 12] have proposed a theoretical
model for the quasi-1D organic ferromagnet and obtained a ferromagnetic ground state, in
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Figure 1. Two neighbouring chains of a quasi-1D organic ferromagnet.

which a parallel spin arrangement of the unpaired electrons at the side free radical can
be gained and there exists an antiferromagnetic spin density wave along the main chain.
Fanget al [13] also discussed the situation in which the unpaired electrons at side radicals
can hop between the main chain and the side radicals. They obtained a ferromagnetic
ground state with high spin. Adding the nearest-neighbouring electron–electron repulsion
to the Hamiltonian, they obtained a redistribution of charge density and spin density [14].
However, in their works, the system was treated as an isolated chain. Although most
organic polymers have a linear chain structure with weak interchain coupling, in some
situations interchain coupling can have a significant effect as will be proved in this paper.
Thus, first, we will propose a theoretical model including the nearest-neighbouring Coulomb
repulsion and the interchain interaction to deal with the interchain coupled quasi-1D organic
ferromagnet. Based on the topological structure of the system, the interchain coupling is
considered as interchain electron transfer and is different with respect to different sites in
the chain. In section 2, we will give the theoretical model and the computational method.
Results and discussion will be given in section 3.

2. The model Hamiltonian and the numerical method

We consider two neighbouring coupled chains shown in figure 1. Based on the discussion
in section 1, the Hamiltonian employed in our study can be written as

H = H0+H ′ (1)

whereH0 is the Hamiltonian of two isolated chains without interchain coupling andH ′

describes the interchain coupling. We can writeH0 explicitly as follows:

H0 = H1+H2 (2)

H1 = −
∑
j lσ

[t0+ γ (ujl − ujl+1)](c
+
j1lσ cj1l+1σ + HC)−

∑
j lσ

(T1c
+
j1lσ cj2lσ δl + HC)

+κ
2

∑
j l

(ujl − ujl+1)
2 (3)

H2 = U
∑
j l

(nj1lαnj1lβ + nj2lαnj2lβδl)+ V
∑
j lσσ ′

(nj1lσ nj1l+1σ ′ + nj1lσ nj2lσ ′δl). (4)

The first termH1 describes the intrachain hoppings of theπ electrons on each main chain
and unpaired electrons at side radicals, the electron–phonon interaction and the distortion
of the lattice, wherec+jilσ (cjilσ ) denotes the creation (annihilation) operator of aπ electron
(i = 1) along each main chain or an unpaired electron(i = 2) at a side radical with spin
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σ on the lth site in thej th chain,t0 is the hopping integral of theπ electron along each
main chain when there is no dimerization,T1 is the hopping integral between aπ electron
on the main chain and an unpaired electron at the side radical,γ is the electron–phonon
coupling constant,ujl is the displacement of thelth site on thej th main chain andκ is
the elastic constant of the lattice. We assume that the side radicals connect with the even
carbon atoms; then

δl = 1 l is even

δl = 0 l is odd.
(5)

H2 describes the Hubbard on-site electron–electron repulsion (the first term inH2) and
the nearest-neighbouring Coulomb repulsion (the second term inH2) of π electrons and
unpaired electrons at side radicals.njilσ = c+jilσ cjilσ (σ = α, β) whereα andβ denote up
spin and down spin respectively.

Considering the topological structure of the system, we assume the interchain coupling
in the following form:

H ′ = −
∑
lσ

[T2(1− δl)+ T3δl ](c
+
11lσ c21lσ + HC)− T4

∑
lσ

(c+12lσ c22lσ δl + HC) (6)

whereT2 (T3) are interchain electron transfers from the odd site (even site) in the first chain
to the corresponding odd site (even site) andT4 is the interchain hopping integral from the
side radical in the first chain to the corresponding side radical in the second one.

It is convenient to cast all quantities into dimensionless forms as

h = H

t0
u = U

t0
v = V

t0
ti = Ti

t0
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4)

λ = 2γ 2

t0πκ
yjl = (−1)l(ujl − ujl+1)γ /t0.

(7)

So the Hamiltonianh becomes

h = he + h′ (8)

he = −
∑
j lσ

[1+ (−1)lyjl ](c
+
j1lσ cj1l+1σ + HC)−

∑
j lσ

(t1c
+
j1lσ cj2lσ δl + HC)

+u
∑
j l

(nj1lαnj1lβ + nj2lαnj2lβδl)+ v
∑
j lσσ ′

(nj1lσ nj1l+1σ ′ + nj1lσ nj2lσ ′δl)

−
∑
lσ

(t4c
+
12lσ c22lσ δl + HC)−

∑
lσ

[t2(1− δl)+ t3δl ](c+11lσ c21lσ + HC) (9)

h′ = 1

πλ

∑
j l

y2
j l (10)

wherehe is the electronic part of the Hamiltonian andh′ describes the elastic energy of the
lattice.

Since we use the tight-binding approximation in the Hamiltonian (1), the wave function
of the system can be expanded in site basis functions in the Wannier representation:

9µ =
∑
jilσ

Zσµjilc
+
jilσ |0〉 (11)

where |0〉 is the true electron vacuum state,9µ denotes theµth eigenvector of the
Hamiltonian andZσµjil is the expansion coefficient.

We can numerically solve the Schrödinger equation,

he9µ = εµ9µ. (12)
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Here,εµ is theµth eigenvalue of (12). In the mean-field approximation we dividenjilσ as
follows:

njilσ = 〈njilσ 〉 +1njilσ
njilσ nj ′i ′l′σ ′ = njilσ 〈nj ′i ′l′σ ′ 〉 + nj ′i ′l′σ ′ 〈njilσ 〉 − 〈njilσ 〉〈nj ′i ′l′σ ′ 〉 (13)

where〈· · ·〉 = 〈G| · · · |G〉 is the average with respect to the ground state|G〉 and1njilσ is
the fluctuation from the average value. In order to solve the equation (12) conveniently, we
take the terms〈njilσ 〉〈nj ′i ′l′σ ′ 〉 in (9) as constants and do not affect the configuration of the
energy band.

From (9)–(13), we can write the eigenvalue equation explicitly after omitting the constant
〈njilσ 〉〈nj ′i ′l′σ ′ 〉:

〈0|cj ′i ′l′σ ′he
∑
jilσ

Zσµjilc
+
jilσ |0〉 = εσµ〈0|cj ′i ′l′σ ′

∑
jilσ

Zσµjilc
+
jilσ |0〉 (14)

namely

−[1+ (−1)ly1l ]Z
σ
µ11l+1− [1+ (−1)l−1y1l−1]Zσµ11l−1− t1δlZσµ12l

+v
∑
σ ′
(occ)

(〈n11l+1σ ′ 〉 + 〈n11l−1σ ′ 〉 + 〈n12lσ ′ 〉δl)Zσµ11l + u〈n11lσ̄ 〉Zσµ11l

−[t2(1− δl)+ t3δl ]Zσµ21l = εσµZσµ11l (15)(
u〈n12lσ̄ 〉Zσµ12l − t1Zσµ11l − t4Zσµ22l + v

∑
σ ′
(occ)

〈n11lσ ′ 〉Zσµ12l

)
δl = εσµZσµ12l (16)

−[1+ (−1)ly2l ]Z
σ
µ21l+1− [1+ (−1)l−1y2l−1]Zσµ21l−1− t1δlZσµ22l

+v
∑
σ ′
(occ)

(〈n21l+1σ ′ 〉 + 〈n21l−1σ ′ 〉 + 〈n22lσ ′ 〉δl)Zσµ21l + u〈n21lσ̄ 〉Zσµ21l

−[t2(1− δl)+ t3δl ]Zσµ11l = εσµZσµ21l (17)(
u〈n22lσ̄ 〉Zσµ22l − t1Zσµ21l − t4Zσµ12l + v

∑
σ ′
(occ)

〈n21lσ ′ 〉Zσµ22l

)
δl = εσµZσµ22l . (18)

Here, σ̄ = αδβσ + βδασ .
The total energy of the system with the Hamiltonian (8) is:

E({yjl}) = −
∑
j lσ

[1+ (−1)lyjl ]
∑
µ

(occ)

(Zσ∗µj1l+1Z
σ
µj1l + Zσ∗µj1lZ

σ
µj1l+1)

+ 1

πλ

∑
j l

y2
j l − t1

∑
j lσ

∑
µ

(occ)

(Zσ∗µj1lZ
σ
µj2l + Zσ∗µj2lZ

σ
µj1l)δl

−
∑
lσ

t4
∑
µ

(occ)

(Zσ∗µ12lZ
σ
µ22l + Zσ∗µ22lZ

σ
µ12l)

−
∑
lσ

[t2(1− δl)+ t3δl ]
∑
µ

(occ)

(Zσ∗µ11lZ
σ
µ21l + Zσ∗µ21lZ

σ
µ11l)

+u
∑
j l

( ∑
µµ′
(occ)

|Zαµj1l|2|Zβµ′j1l|2+
∑
µµ′
(occ)

|Zαµj2l|2|Zβµ′j2l|2δl
)

+v
∑
j l

[ ∑
µµ′σσ ′
(occ)

|Zσµj1l|2|Zσ
′

µ′j1l|2+
∑
µµ′σσ ′
(occ)

|Zσµj1l|2|Zσ
′

µ′j2l|2δl
]
. (19)
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The dimerizationyjl can be obtained by minimizing the total energy of the system with
respect toyjl :

yjl = πλ(−1)l
[ ∑

µσ
(occ)

Zσµj1lZ
σ
µj1l+1−

1

N

∑
l

∑
µσ
(occ)

Zσµj1lZ
σ
µj1l+1

]
. (20)

Here, we have used the periodic boundary condition;N is the number of sites along each
main chain. For two chains, (14)–(18) have 6N energy eigenvalues but there are only 2N π

electrons along the main chain andN unpaired electrons at the side radicals, so the energy
bands are half filled. In order to discuss the ground state, we fill the electrons in those states
with lowest energy, which are labelled with(occ) in (14)–(20). The distribution of spin
densityδnjil and charge density〈njil〉 of π electrons and unpaired electron at side radicals
can be obtained self-consistently as

δnjil = 1

2
(〈njilα〉 − 〈njilβ〉) = 1

2

∑
µ

(occ)

(|Zαµjil|2− |Zβµjil|2) (21a)

〈njil〉 = 〈njilα〉 + 〈njilβ〉 =
∑
µσ
(occ)

|Zσµjil|2. (21b)

Figure 2. The charge density at different sites versus the nearest-neighbouring Coulomb
repulsion v: (a) at the even sites on each main chain; (b) at the odd sites on each main
chain; (c) at the side radicals fort2 = t3 = t4 = 0.1.

The energy eigenvalueεσµ and the expansion coefficientsZσµjil can be obtained from
(14)–(21) self-consistently. The starting geometry in the iterative optimization process is
usually the one withyjl = 0 and 〈njilα〉 = 〈njilβ〉 = 1

2. The starting geometry in the
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Figure 3. The spin density at different sites versus the nearest-neighbouring Coulomb repulsion
v: (a) at the even sites on each main chain; (b) at the odd sites on each main chain; (c) at the
side radicals fort2 = t3 = t4 = 0.1.

iterative optimization process is usually the one with zero dimerization. The stability of the
optimized geometry is always tested by using another starting configuration and performing
the optimization once again. A set of solutions are reached, independent of the starting
configuration. The criterion for terminating the optimization is that between two successive
iterations, the differences are less than 10−7 for the dimerization and spin density.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the structure considered in this paper. Each organic chain contains 40π

electrons each on the carbon atoms and 20 unpaired electrons each on the side radicals
connecting with the even carbon atoms. Apparently, the eigenvalue equations (14)–(18)
are unsymmetrical about spin owing to the extended Hubbard electron–electron repulsion
term. We must solve the eigenvalue equations with different spins. In order to study the
ground state, we always fill theπ electrons and unpaired electrons at the side radicals in
the possible lowest levels in every iterative step. In the following discussions, we assume
the parametersλ = 0.4, u = 1.0 and t1 = 0.9. We will discuss the effect of the nearest-
neighbouring Coulomb repulsion and interchain coupling on the charge density, spin density
and stability of the ferromagnetic ground state of the system.

For theπ -conjugated organic chain shown in figure 1, considering the Hubbard on-
site repulsion and itineracy ofπ electrons along the main chain and the unpaired electron
at the side radicals, Fanget al [13] have obtained a high-spin ground state in which the
ferromagnetism is mainly contributed by the side radicals and charge density is distributed
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Figure 4. The charge density at different sites against the interchain couplingt for v = 0.3:
(a) at the even sites on each main chain; (b) at the odd sites on each main chain; (c) at the side
radicals. Curveα is for t = t2, t3 = t4 = 0, curveβ for t = t3, t2 = t4 = 0 and curveγ for
t = t4, t2 = t3 = 0.

uniformly on the main chain and side radicals. However, when we consider the interchain
coupling and the nearest-neighbouring Coulomb repulsion, the charge density and spin
density will be redistributed inhomogeneously at side radicals and along the main chain.
In figures 2 and 3, we take the interchain couplingt2 = t3 = t4 = 0.1. Figure 2 shows
the charge density (CD) along the main chain and on the side radicals versus the nearest-
neighbouring repulsionv. We find that with increasing nearest-neighbour Coulomb repulsion
v, the charge density at even sites decreases while the charge density at odd sites and
side radicals increases. This means that the nearest-neighbouring repulsion makes the
electrons transfer from even sites to odd sides and side radicals. Comparing figure 2(b)
with (c), we can see that the electrons on even sites mainly transfer to side radicals. This
result can be understood since the radical is a free radical which is only subjected to the
repulsive interaction of the connected even site while each site along the main chain is
contemporaneously subjected to the Coulomb repulsion of the sites to its right and left. The
charge density slightly transfers from even sites to odd sites because the electrons on even
sites are subjected to the repulsions of the nearest odd sites and the connected side radicals
while the electrons on odd sites are only subjected to the repulsion of the nearest even sites.
Figure 3 shows the spin density (SD) versus the nearest-neighbouring Coulomb repulsion
v. In the calculation, we take up spin as positive and down spin as negative. From figure 3,
we can see that the ground state of the system is still a high-spin state since the sum of
spins is a large positive value. It is shown that with increasingv the spin density at the
odd site increases, while the spin densities at the even site and the side radical decrease.
Moreover, the sum of the spin of the main chain increases while the sum of the spins of
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Figure 5. The spin density at different sites against the interchain couplingt for v = 0.3: (a)
at the even sites on each main chain; (b) at the odd sites on each main chain; (c) at the side
radicals. Curveα is for t = t2, t3 = t4 = 0, curveβ for t = t3, t2 = t4 = 0 and curveγ for
t = t4, t2 = t3 = 0.

the side radicals decreases. This means that, with increasingv, the contribution of the main
chain to the ferromagnetism of the system increases and that of the side radical decreases.
Comparing figure 2(c) and figure 3(c), we find that, with increasingv, it is mainly down-
spin electrons that transfer to the side radicals from the even sites. Comparing figure 2(b)
and figure 3(b), we find that it is mainly up-spin electrons that transfer to the odd sites. We
also find that the total energy of the system increases with increasing nearest-neighbouring
Coulomb repulsionv, so the nearest-neighbouring Coulomb repulsion makes the high-spin
ground state unstable.

Then, we discuss the effect of the interchain coupling on the high-spin ground state. In
figures 4–6, we assume the nearest-neighbouring Coulomb repulsionv = 0.3. For curvesα,
β andγ , the interchain coupling corresponds to the following:t = t2, t3 = t4 = 0; t = t3,
t2 = t4 = 0 and t = t4, t3 = t2 = 0, respectively. Figure 4 shows the charge density at
different sites as a function of interchain couplingt . From curvesα in figure 4(a)–(c), we
find that the interchain hoppingt2 between the corresponding odd sites of two neighbouring
chains makes the electrons transfer from the side radicals to the main chain. Curvesβ in
figure 4 show that with increasing interchain couplingt3 between the even sites the charge
density transfers from the odd sites to the even sites and side radicals. Curvesγ in figure 4
show that as the interchain hoppingt4 between side radicals increases the charge density
transfers from the main chain to the side radicals. Figure 5 shows the spin density at
different sites as a function of interchain couplingt . From curvesα in figure 5, we can
see that with increasingt2 the spin density transfers from the odd site to the even sites and
side radicals. Comparing curvesα in figure 4 with curvesα in figure 5, we find that it is
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Figure 6. The total energy of the system against the interchain couplingt for v = 0.3. Curve
α is for t = t2, t3 = t4 = 0, curveβ for t = t3, t2 = t4 = 0 and curveγ for t = t4, t2 = t3 = 0.

mainly down-spin electrons that transfer from the side radicals to the main chain. Curves
β in figure 5 show that the interchain couplingt3 enables the spin density to transfer from
the side radicals to the main chain. Comparing curvesβ with γ in figure 5, we find that
the interchain couplingt3 and t4 has a similar effect on the transfer of spin density, but the
effect of t4 is greater than that oft3. Figure 6 shows that the total energy of the system
varies with the interchain couplingt . It is shown that increasing interchain coupling makes
the total energy decrease. This means that the interchain coupling stabilizes the high-spin
ground state.

To sum up, we have studied a theoretical model for an interchain coupled quasi-1D
organic ferromagnet. It is shown that the nearest-neighbouring Coulomb repulsion leads
to inhomogeneous distribution of charge density and spin density. Different interchain
couplings result in different transfers of charge density and spin density. The interchain
coupling stabilizes the high-spin ground state while the electron–electron repulsion between
the nearest-neighbouring sites makes the ground state unstable.
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